Small-molecule organic semiconductors, together with polymers, form the basis for the emerging field of organic electronics. Despite the rapid technological progress in this area, our understanding of fundamental electronic properties of these materials remains limited. Recently developed organic field-effect transistors ͑OFETs͒ based on single crystals of small-molecule organic materials are characterized by an unprecedented quality and reproducibility. These devices provide a unique tool to study the fundamentals of polaronic transport on organic surfaces and to explore the limits of OFET performance. This Colloquium focuses on the intrinsic, not limited by static disorder, charge transport in single-crystal OFETs and on the nature of defects on surfaces of organic crystals. In the conclusion, an outline of the outstanding problems that are now becoming within experimental reach owing to the development of single-crystal OFETs is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION: FIELD EFFECT IN SMALL-MOLECULE ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Organic semiconductors represent a large class of solids consisting of organic oligomers or polymers. In this Colloquium, we focus on crystals of small organic molecules ͑mostly polyacenes containing typically two to ten benzene rings͒ held together in a solid by van der Waals forces. These small-molecule organic semiconductors, together with polymers, represent the material basis for the rapidly developing field of organic electronics ͑Shaw and Seidler, 2001; Agranovich and Bassani, 2003; Forrest, 2004; Hoppe and Sariciftci, 2004; Katz, 2004; Neuman et al., 2004͒. It is believed that organic electronics will be able to successfully compete with inorganic electronics for applications that require mechanical flexibility, large area coverage, and inexpensive mass production ͑Sheats, 2004͒. Examples of organic electronic devices include "smart" cards, "electronic" paper, allorganic active-matrix LED displays, and organic solar cells ͑Forrest, 2004͒.
Because of the weak van der Waals bonding, many electronic properties of organic materials ͑e.g., the energy gap between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, HOMO and LUMO, respectively͒ are determined by the structure of an isolated molecule ͑Kao and Hwang, 1981; Silinsh and Č ápek, 1994; Pope and Swenberg, 1999͒ . Weak intermolecular overlap of electronic orbitals leads to the narrow electronic bands ͑a typical bandwidth W ϳ 0.1 eV is two orders of magnitude smaller than that in silicon͒ and a low mobility of carriers ͑ ϳ 1-10 cm 2 / V s at room temperature͒. Anisotropy of the transfer integrals between adjacent molecules reflects the low symmetry of the molecular packing in organic molecular crystals ͑OMCs͒. It is believed that the most adequate description of charge transport in these semiconductors is based on the concept of small polarons ͑see, e.g., Holstein, 1959; Emin, 1982; Silinsh and Č ápek, 1994; Pope and Swenberg, 1999͒ , electronic states with a correlation between the electronic and lattice degrees of freedom at a scale of the order of a lattice constant.
After several decades of intensive research, our basic understanding of charge transport in small-molecule organic semiconductors remains limited. The complexity of transport phenomena in these systems is due to the polaronic nature of charge carriers and the strong interaction of small polarons with defects ͑Silinsh and Č ápek, 1994͒. An especially challenging task is to develop an adequate model of high-temperature polaronic transport. At room temperature, which is typically comparable to or even higher than the characteristic phonon energies, lattice vibrations might become sufficiently strong to destroy the translational symmetry of the lattice. In this regime, the fluctuation amplitude of the transfer integral becomes of the same order of magnitude as its average value ͑Troisi et al., 2005͒, the band description breaks down, and a crossover from the bandlike transport in delocalized states to the incoherent hopping between localized states is predicted with increasing temperature ͑Kenkre et al., 1989; Wu and Conwell, 1997; Fratini and Ciuchi, 2003; Deng and Goddard, 2004; Bobbert, 2004, 2005; da Silva Filho et al., 2005͒ . The benchmark for the study of charge transport in organic semiconductors was established by the time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ experiments with ultrapure polyacene crystals, such as naphthalene and anthracene ͑Karl, 2001͒. These experiments have demonstrated that the intrinsic ͑not limited by static disorder͒ charge transport can be realized in the bulk of these crystals. This transport regime is characterized with a rapid growth of the carrier mobility with decreasing temperature and a pronounced anisotropy of the mobility which reflects anisotropy of the intermolecular transfer integrals ͑Hannewald and Bobbert, 2004 . Numerous applications, however, are dependent on the charge transport on the surface of organic semiconductors. The most important example is the organic fieldeffect transistor ͑OFET͒, in which field-induced charges move along the interface between an organic semiconductor and a gate dielectric. In these devices conduction truly occurs at the surface, as the thickness of the conducting channel does not exceed a few molecular layers ͑Dodabalapur et al., 1995; Dinelli et al., 2004; Kiguchi et al., 2005͒ .
The transport of field-induced carriers on organic surfaces may differ from "bulk" transport in many respects. For instance, the density of carriers in field-effect experiments can exceed that in bulk TOF measurements by many orders of magnitude, approaching the regime when the intercharge distance becomes comparable with the size of small polarons ͑see, e.g., Panzer and Frisbie, 2005͒. Interactions between the polaronic carriers may become important in this regime. Also, the motion of charge carriers in the field-induced conduction channel may be affected by the polarization of the gate dielectric ͑Houili et al., 2005͒. Molecular packing on the surface can also be different from that in the bulk.
Exploration of the polaronic transport on organic surfaces is crucial for a better understanding of fundamental processes that determine operation and ultimate performance of organic electronic devices. This is a very pressing issue. On the one hand, the first all-organic devices, e.g., the active matrix displays based on organic light-emitting diodes and organic transistors, are expected to be commercialized within a few years ͑Forrest, 2004͒. On the other hand, our knowledge of transport properties of organic semiconductors is much more limited than that of their inorganic counterparts. This paradoxical situation contrasts sharply with the situation in inorganic electronics in the mid-1960s, when the first Si metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor ͑MOSFETs͒ were developed ͑Riordan and Hoddeson, 1997͒.
Fundamental research has been hampered by the lack of a proper tool for exploring the polaronic transport on surfaces of organic semiconductors. The most common organic electronic device whose operation relies on surface transport is the organic thin-film transistor ͑TFT͒. Over the past two decades a large effort in the development of TFTs has resulted in improvement in the characteristics of these devices ͑Horowitz, 2004͒, so that currently the best organic TFTs outperform the widely used amorphous silicon ͑␣-Si: H͒ transistors. However, even in the best organic TFTs, charge transport is still dominated by the presence of structural defects and chemical impurities. As a result, it has been concluded that the TFTs "may not be appropriate vehicles for illuminating basic transport mechanisms in organic materials " ͑Nel-son et al., 1998͒. Recently developed single-crystal organic transistors with significantly reduced disorder ͑Butko et al., 2003; de Boer et al., 2003; Podzorov, Sysoev, et al., 2003; Takeya et al., 2003; Aleshin et al., 2004; de Boer, Gershenson, et al., 2004; Sundar et al., 2004͒ provide unique opportunities to explore fundamental processes that determine operation and reliability of organic electronic devices. For the first time, these single-crystal OFETs have enabled the observation of intrinsic ͑not limited by static disorder͒ transport of field-induced charges on organic surfaces ͑Menard et Podzorov, Menard, Borissov, et al., 2004; . The carrier mobility in these devices is an order of magnitude greater than that in organic TFTs ͑Fig. 1͒. Equally important, the singlecrystal OFETs are characterized by an unprecedented level of reproducibility: devices fabricated in different laboratories exhibit very similar characteristics. This reproducibility, which is crucial for investigations on electronic properties of organic semiconductors, has never been achieved with thin-film devices, whose electrical characteristics are dependent on the details of fabrication processes.
In this Colloquium, we present a brief overview of the experimental results obtained with single-crystal OFETs over the last four years. Because we focus on the physics of electronic processes in these devices, many deviceoriented issues will not be discussed here; we refer the reader to a recent review by de Boer, Gershenson, et al. ͑2004͒ for details on device fabrication and characterization. In Sec. II, we briefly describe the crystal growth and OFET fabrication techniques that preserve the high-quality, pristine surface of as-grown crystals. Section III focuses on the observation of intrinsic polaronic transport on the surface of organic crystals. Electronic defects at organic surfaces and mechanisms of their formation are discussed in Sec. IV. Section V outlines several basic issues that are now starting to be within experimental reach due to the development of singlecrystal OFETs and for which theoretical work remains to be done.
II. FABRICATION OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL ORGANIC FETs
The starting point in the fabrication of single-crystal OFETs is the growth of ultrapure organic crystals. To ensure high purity, organic single crystals are grown by physical vapor transport ͑PVT͒ in a stream of ultrahigh purity argon, helium, or hydrogen gas ͑Laudise et al., 1998͒. Typically, several purification cycles are required to achieve sufficiently low concentration of impurities. X-ray-diffraction studies show that most of the PVTgrown crystals are of excellent structural quality; they are characterized by a very small mosaic spread, typically, less than 0.05°͑Zeis et al., 2005͒; in rubrene this value has been found to be even smaller, ϳ0.015°͑Chap-man et al., 2006͒. Figure 2 shows an example of a vapor-grown smallmolecule crystal: this is rubrene, which has so far demonstrated the highest mobility in single-crystal OFETs. Rubrene crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure with four molecules per unit cell and the lattice parameters a = 14.44 Å, b = 7.18 Å, and c = 26.97 Å ͑Henn et al., 1971͒; crystallographic data for several common polyacenes have been reported by Campbell et al. ͑1962͒ . The crystals are usually elongated along the b axis; the largest flat facet of the crystal corresponds to the ͑a , b͒ plane. The density of surface defects in these crystals, which have a very high level of structural perfection in the bulk, is low; the most common type of surface defects are the monomolecular growth steps separated by a relatively large distance, ϳ1 m ͑Menard et al., 2004͒.
Fabrication of field-effect structures on the surface of organic crystals is a challenge, because conventional thin-film processes ͑such as sputtering, photolithography, etc.͒ introduce a large density of defects on the fragile organic surfaces. For this reason, the first high-quality single-crystal OFETs have been realized only recently, after the development of two innovative fabrication techniques ͑see the review by de Boer, Gershenson, et al. 2004͒ .
The first technique is based on the use of an unconventional gate dielectric: thin polymeric film of parylene, which can be deposited from a vapor phase on the surface of an organic crystal at room temperature and forms a parylene/OMC interface with a low density of electronic defects. The conformal parylene coating on the crystal surface has the advantage of minimizing the probability of electrical shorts between the gate and electrodes, which is important in devices with colloidal graphite contacts. Single-crystal OFETs with parylene dielectric are very stable: for example, the characteristics of rubrene/parylene transistors remain unchanged after storing in air and in the dark for more than 2 years. These devices are free standing; among the advantages of this design are the reduction of substrate-related strain and the possibility to perform optical studies by illuminating the conduction channel through a ͑semi-͒ transparent gate electrode ͑Podzorov and Gershenson, 2005͒.
In the second technique, the transistor circuitry is prefabricated by conventional microfabrication methods on a substrate, and an organic single crystal is subsequently laminated to such a "stamp." This technique eliminates the need for deposition of metal contacts and dielectrics directly onto organic crystals. Hard inorganic ͑Si͒ and flexible elastomeric ͓polydimethylsiloxane ͑PDMS͔͒ stamps have been used for this purpose ͑see, e.g., de Boer, Gershenson, et al., 2004͒ . Elastomeric stamps compare favorably with Si stamps in two respects. First, because of their mechanical flexibility, PDMS stamps en- able establishing a good contact with crystals of various shapes and thickness even if the crystal surface is not perfectly flat. Second, for robust crystals such as rubrene, PDMS stamps provide a unique opportunity to reestablish the contact many times without noticeable degradation of the crystal surface. However, the density of field-induced charges achievable is typically greater in Si-based stamps, especially if these stamps utilize the high-gate insulators ͑Stassen et de Boer, Iosad, et al., 2005͒;  this is important for exploring the regime of high carrier densities in which novel electronic phases might emerge.
Even though the lamination of crystals on prefabricated substrates enables a "low-impact" probing of charge transport on organic surfaces, this impact may still be too strong for most chemically reactive organic materials ͓e.g., a strong electron acceptor tetracyanoquinodimethane ͑TCNQ͔͒. To minimize these effects and to preserve the pristine surface of organic crystals, modification of the PDMS stamping technique has been recently introduced ͑Menard et al., 2004͒, which allows avoiding these complications simply by eliminating the direct contact between the crystal and gate dielectric. The idea of this stamping technique is illustrated in Fig.  3 . In these devices, the conventional solid gate dielectric is replaced by a micron-size gap between the gate electrode and surface of organic semiconductor. A thin layer of a gas ͑e.g., air͒ or vacuum between the bottom surface of the crystal and the recessed gate electrode plays the role of the gate dielectric. This approach does not only eliminate surface defects introduced in the process of lamination, but also enables studying the effect of different gases and other environmental agents on the conduction channel of single-crystal OFETs ͑Podzorov, .
III. CHARGE TRANSPORT ON THE SURFACE OF ORGANIC SINGLE CRYSTALS
In this section, after a "primer" on the FET operation, we outline the main signatures of intrinsic polaronic transport observed in experiments with single-crystal OFETs and compare them to results of TOF and spacecharge limited current ͑SCLC͒ experiments that probe charge transport in the bulk.
A. Basic FET operation
Contemporary OFETs are based on undoped organic semiconductors, and mobile charges in these devices must be injected from metallic contacts. These devices can potentially operate in both electron-and holeaccumulation modes, depending on the polarity of the gate voltage ͑the so-called ambipolar operation͒. Often, however, the injection barrier at the contact or the fieldeffect threshold for either n-or p-type conductivity is so large that an FET operates in a unipolar mode. For this reason, we mainly discuss the p-type conductivity, which is more commonly observed in OFETs.
A generic field-effect transistor is schematically shown in Fig. 4 . With an increase of the gate voltage ͉V G ͉ towards the threshold value ͉V G th ͉, the injection of holes from metallic contacts depopulates localized electronic states ͑the deep traps, see Fig. 5͒ whose energies are separated from the edge of the HOMO band by more than a few k B T. Note that this simplified model assumes the existence of the HOMO band; this assumption may be violated at high temperatures ͑Hannewald and Bobbert, 2004; Troisi and Orlandi, 2006͒ . As a result, the Fermi level at the organic surface E F , initially positioned within the HOMO-LUMO gap, approaches the edge of the HOMO band E HOMO , which corresponds to the zero energy in Fig. 5 . As soon as E F − E HOMO becomes smaller than ϳk B T, the OFET conductance increases by several orders of magnitude because holes are generated in the HOMO band due to the thermal excitation of carriers from the band into empty localized states. As a result, a p-type conduction channel is formed at the interface between the semiconductor and gate dielectric. Overall device operation depends, to a large extent, on the energetics of semiconductor bands and metal contacts, therefore studies on the electronic structure of molecular interfaces are important ͑Cahen et al., 2005͒. Figure 6 shows the transconductance characteristics ͑i.e., the dependence of the source-drain current I SD on the gate voltage V G , measured at a constant sourcedrain voltage V SD ͒ and I SD ͑V SD ͒ characteristics typical for p-type rubrene single-crystal OFETs ͑Podzorov, Podzorov, Sysoev, et al., 2003; Menard et al., 2004͒ . The channel conductance per square, ϵ͑I SD / V SD ͒L / W, increases linearly with
th ͉ ͑here L and W are the length and width of the conduction channel, respectively͒. This indicates that the carrier mobility ͑Sze,
does not depend on the density of carriers field-induced above the threshold,
Here C i is the capacitance per unit area between the gate electrode and conduction channel. A density-independent has been observed in devices based on single crystals of rubrene ͑Podzorov, Sysoev, et al., 2003; Sundar et al., 2004͒, pentacene ͑Butko et al., 2003 Takeya et al., 2003͒, tetracene ͑de Boer et al., 2003͒, and TCNQ ͑Menard et al., 2004͒ . This important characteristic of single-crystal OFETs contrasts sharply with a strongly V G -dependent mobility observed in organic TFTs ͑Horowitz et al., 2000͒ and amorphous silicon ͑␣-Si: H͒ FETs ͑Shur et al., 1989͒. In the latter case, the density of localized states within the gap is so high that the Fermi level remains in the gap even at high ͉V G ͉ values. Observation of a V G -independent mobility in single-crystal OFETs suggests that charge transport in these structures does not require thermal activation to the mobility edge. This is consistent with an increase of the mobility with cooling which is observed for high-quality single-crystal OFETs ͑see Sec. III.D͒ ͑for comparison, decreases exponentially with lowering temperature in organic and ␣-Si: H TFTs͒. The pronounced difference in the V G and T dependences of the mobility in these two types of devices indicates that theoretical models developed for charge transport in ␣-Si: H or organic thin-film FETs ͑Shur et al., 1989͒ are not applicable to single-crystal organic FETs.
For several important applications, including the implementation of CMOS technology in plastic electronics, it is important to achieve ambipolar operation in OFETs. However, most organic FETs operate in the p-type mode, and examples of the n-type operation with high mobility are rare ͑Chesterfield et al., 2003; Menard et al., 2004͒ . This "asymmetry" between n-and p-type carriers is caused by a stronger trapping of n-type polarons ͑Karl, 2001͒ and a larger Schottky barrier for electron injection into organic semiconductors from most large-work-function metal contacts ͑Cahen et al., 2005͒. Figure 7 illustrates the n-type operation in a singlecrystal TCNQ transistor. The surface of TCNQ, a semiconductor with a very high electron affinity, can be easily damaged: For example, direct contact of the crystal with PDMS stamps results in a very poor transistor performance with electron mobilities ϳ͑2-3͒ ϫ 10 −3 cm 2 /V s. "Air-gap" PDMS stamps ͑Menard et al., 2004͒ help to solve the problem: the observed carrier mobility ϳ1.6 cm 2 / V s is significantly higher than in most n-channel organic TFTs. The mobility, however, is still limited by trapping; more work is required to approach the fundamental performance limit of n-type OFETs. Potentially, ambipolar transistors can be used for the development of electroluminescent optoelectronic devices: The n-and p-type carriers, being simultaneously injected in the conduction channel, can recombine and emit light ͓see, e.g., Nakamura et al. ͑2005͒, and references therein͔. In practice, realization of ambipolar operation is a challenge because two difficult problems must be solved simultaneously: ͑i͒ the density of both nand p-type traps should be minimized at organic/ dielectric interfaces, and ͑ii͒ an effective injection of both n-and p-type carriers from contacts into the organic semiconductor must be realized. In general, the performance of FET devices is characterized by many parameters including mobility, threshold voltage, the on/off ratio, and the subthreshold slope ͑Sze, 1981; de Boer, Gershenson, et al., 2004͒. Here we focus on the first two parameters-the mobility and the threshold voltage V G th , because they are the most relevant to the physics of charge transport on the surface of organic semiconductors. Note that with respect to other parameters ͑e.g., subthreshold slope͒, single-crystal OFETs also compare favorably with organic and inorganic TFTs ͑see, e.g., Podzorov, Sysoev, et al., 2003͒;  these application-relevant issues are beyond the scope of this Colloquium.
B. Multiple trap-and-release model
Although the density of structural defects in the conduction channel of single-crystal OFETs is significantly lower than in organic TFTs, defects are still present. These defects create localized electronic states in the HOMO-LUMO gap that are schematically shown in Fig.  5 ͑the electronic defects will be discussed in Sec. IV͒. The effect of these states on charge transport depends on their energy. If the energy of a localized state is separated from the mobility edge by more than a few k B T, the state acts as a deep trap: The charge, once trapped in a deep trap, cannot be released by thermal excitations. For the pristine surface of rubrene single crystals at room temperature, for instance, the density of deep traps can be as low as 10 10 cm −2 ͑Podzorov, . On the contrary, trap states with energies within a few k B T near the mobility edge ͑shallow traps͒ are characterized with a finite trapping time: After being trapped for a characteristic time tr , a polaron can be thermally activated to the mobility edge.
At a phenomenological level, the effect of shallow traps on the channel conductivity can be described with the multiple trap-and-release ͑MTR͒ model ͑Bube, 1960; Horowitz, 2004͒. According to this model, which helps to illustrate the distinction between "intrinsic" and trapdominated transport, not all the charges field induced above the threshold ͉͑V G ͉ Ͼ ͉V G th ͉͒ contribute to current flow at any given moment of time. Some mobile charges can be momentarily trapped by shallow traps; the number of these charges depends on the energy and density of shallow traps as well as on temperature.
Within the MTR model, the effect of trapping can be described using two approaches. One can assume that all carriers field induced above the threshold voltage contribute to the current flow, but their effective mobility eff is reduced in comparison with its intrinsic, trap-free value 0 :
Here ͑T͒ is the average time that a polaron spends traveling between shallow traps. Alternatively, one can assume that only a fraction of the carriers field induced above the threshold voltage are moving at any given moment of time,
but these charges are moving with the intrinsic mobility 0 . These two approaches are equivalent for describing the channel conductivity = en, which only depends on the product of n and . The distinction between these approaches becomes clear in Hall-effect measurements, in which the density and mobility of mobile charges can be determined independently ͑see Sec. III.D͒.
According to Eq. ͑3͒, the intrinsic regime of conduction occurs when ӷ tr : In this case, ͑T͒ reflects the temperature dependence of intrinsic mobility 0 ͑T͒. In the opposite limit Ӷ tr , transport is dominated by trapping and release processes. It will be shown below that the intrinsic regime is characterized by a large anisotropy of the charge transport, an increase of the mobility with decreasing temperature, and a conventional nonactivated Hall effect.
C. Anisotropy of the mobility
Polyacenes typically form crystals with a herringbone packing of molecules ͑the molecular packing in rubrene crystals is shown in Fig. 9͒ . Transfer integrals between adjacent molecules in these crystals vary significantly depending on the crystallographic direction ͑Brédas et Cheng et al., 2003; de Wijs et al., 2003͒ . This leads to a strong anisotropy of organic crystal transport properties, which has been well documented in TOF experiments ͑Karl, 2001͒. However, prior to the development of single-crystal OFETs, anisotropy had never been observed in the field-induced transport on the surface of organic semiconductors.
Several types of single-crystal OFETs based on rubrene demonstrate anisotropy of surface conductivity ͑Podzorov, Menard, et al., 2004; Sundar et al., 2004; Zeis et al., 2006͒. In rubrene devices based on PDMS stamps, mobility along the crystallographic b axis exceeds mobility along the a axis by a factor of ϳ3 ͑Fig. A small density of shallow traps in the single-crystal rubrene OFETs facilitated observation of the mobility anisotropy. However, even in these devices anisotropy of effective mobility eff vanishes at lower temperatures ͑Fig. 11͒, where charge transport becomes dominated by traps. To explain the vanishing of mobility anisotropy within the MTR model, one should take into account that x , the time of travel between shallow traps along a certain crystallographic direction x, is inversely propor- tional to the intrinsic mobility along this direction, 0
x . In the trap-dominated regime ͑ Ӷ tr ͒, Eq. ͑3͒ is reduced to eff = 0 x x / tr , and eff does not depend on the crystallographic direction. The higher the shallow trap density, the narrower the temperature range where mobility anisotropy can be observed.
Qualitatively, the observed anisotropy of in rubrene can be explained on the basis of the molecular packing in these crystals ͑Fig. 
D. Longitudinal and Hall conductivity in rubrene OFETs
The intrinsic and trap-dominated transport regimes in single-crystal OFETs can be identified by measuring the conductivity over a wide temperature range. The longitudinal conductivity of high-quality rubrene singlecrystal OFETs, measured at different T as a function of V G , is shown in Fig. 12 . Assuming that all charges field induced above the threshold participate in the current flow, one can attribute the observed T variations of the slope d / dV G to the nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the effective mobility eff = / en ͑see Fig. 11͒ . The increase of eff with cooling observed in the range 200Ͻ T Ͻ 300 K is a signature of the intrinsic regime; the rapid drop of eff below 160 K indicates a crossover to the trap-dominated regime. Note that for the device whose conductivity is shown in Fig. 12 , the density of shallow traps N tr sh , which can be estimated from the temperature dependence of the threshold voltage V G th ͑T͒, is relatively low ͑N tr sh ϳ 10 10 cm −2 ͒. For devices with higher N tr sh , the crossover between intrinsic and trap-dominated regimes occurs at higher temperatures. As a result, devices with N tr sh ജ 10 11 cm −2 demonstrate an activated temperature dependence of eff even at room temperature, and the effective mobility is smaller than 0 ͑Podzorov, Pudalov, and Gershenson, 2003͒. A better understanding of the intrinsic transport regime can be gained from measurements of the transverse ͑Hall͒ conductivity. An advantage of Hall measurements is that they allow independent measurements of n and . These measurements, however, are complicated by a very high sheet resistance of the conduction channel in OFETs, which often exceeds 10 M ⍀/square. The quantity n H determined in Hall measurements is the density of charges that are moving at a given moment, i.e., n H coincides with n eff given by Eq. ͑4͒. The charges that are temporarily trapped in shallow traps do not contribute to the Hall voltage, because the Lorentz force, proportional to the carrier velocity, is equal to zero for these charges. Figure 13 shows the temperature dependences of n H normalized to the density of charge carriers n field induced in the channel above the threshold and determined from the FET capacitance C i ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒. The ratio n H / n is close to unity in the hightemperature ͑intrinsic͒ regime ͓see also Takeya et al. ͑2005͔͒, and decreases with cooling in the trapdominated regime.
The mobility H determined from Hall-effect measurements is the intrinsic, trap-free mobility 0 , even if charge transport is significantly affected by trapping. Again, this reflects the fact that the Hall voltage is proportional to the velocity of charge carriers moving between trapping events, and trapped charges do not contribute to the Hall effect. Therefore, in contrast to eff , Hall mobility H continues to increase with decreasing T even at low temperatures, where the device enters the trap-dominated regime. In the experiment of Podzorov, Menard, Rogers, and Gershenson ͑2005͒, the increase of H with cooling could be traced down to ϳ150 K; at lower temperatures, Hall measurements were hindered by a rapid increase of 1 / f fluctuations of the channel conductivity with decreasing temperature in the trapdominated regime. Observation of a "bandlike" Hall effect suggests that charge transport on the surface of rubrene single crystals occurs via delocalized states over the entire temperature range studied ͓see, e.g., Pope and Swenberg ͑1999͔͒.
E. Comparison with the Holstein-Peierls model and transport measurements in the bulk of organic crystals
A microscopic theory of finite-density charge transport on the surface of organic crystals is yet to be developed. However, several models have been proposed for the analysis of low-density ͑i.e., single-particle͒ intrinsic transport in the bulk of organic crystals observed in time-of-flight experiments by Karl and co-workers ͑Karl et al., 1999; Karl, 2001͒ and, more Karl, 2001͒. According to this theory, the mobility for both p-and n-type carriers in polyacenes should exhibit a "metallic" behavior for all T, up to room temperature ͑with the exception of n-type carriers in naphthalene͒. Similar behavior was predicted with a semiclassical model developed for the hightemperature regime by Troisi and Orlandi ͑2006͒.
Interestingly, the theory of Hannewald and Bobbert also agrees semiquantitatively with the temperature dependence of observed in the intrinsic regime for rubrene OFETs. Fitting the Hall mobility data for rubrene OFETs ͑Fig. 14͒ with a power-law dependence ͑T͒ ϳ T −␥ yields ␥ ϳ 2 at high temperatures, which agrees with calculations for anthracene and tetracene ͑Fig. 14͒. Similar temperature dependences of the hole mobility ͓ ϳ T −␥ with ␥ Ϸ͑2 -2.9͔͒ were obtained in TOF experiments with bulk ultrapure crystals of naphthalene and perylene by Karl et al. ͑1999͒ and in recent SCLC mea- FIG. 13 . ͑Color online͒ Hall mobility and carrier density extracted from the Hall measurements with rubrene singlecrystal OFETs. Upper panel: Temperature dependences of the Hall mobility H ͑solid circles͒ and the effective mobility eff extracted from the longitudinal FET conductivity by calculating the density of mobile charges n using Eq. ͑2͒ ͑open circles͒. Lower panel: Temperature dependence of the ratio of the Hall carrier density n H to the density n ͑Podzorov, surements with ultrapure pentacene single crystals by Jurchescu et al. ͑2004͒ ͑see Fig. 15͒ .
F. Tuning the intermolecular distance
Realization of the intrinsic conduction regime enables one to study the dependence of polaronic mobility on the intermolecular distance d of the crystal. Note that variations of the polaron mobility with d can only be observed in the intrinsic regime, where trapping is not significant ͑i.e., tr Ӷ ͒. Recently, continuous "tuning" of the intermolecular distance was achieved in rubrene single-crystal OFETs under applied high pressure P up to 0.5 GPa ͑Rang et al., 2005͒; estimates show that at this pressure the intermolecular distance is decreased by ϳ1.5%. It has been observed that the mobility increases linearly with P in this pressure range ͑Fig. 16͒. This observation is in line with expectations based on polaronic models: The mobility, which is proportional to the square of the transfer integral in the Holstein-type small polaron model, should depend linearly on pressure for small variations in the intermolecular distance d ͑Rang et al., 2005͒.
G. Surface versus bulk transport
Semiquantitative agreement between carrier mobilities obtained from OFET measurements and models developed for bulk transport may suggest that there are no differences between polaronic conduction in the bulk and at the surface of organic crystals. However, recent experiments with rubrene single-crystal OFETs ͑Stassen et al., 2004͒ revealed a strong dependence of carrier mobility on the dielectric constant of the gate insulator. Figure 17 shows that the room-temperature mobility in these devices varies approximately as −1 over a wide range = 1 -25. Earlier, a similar trend was observed for organic TFTs based on soluble polymers ͑Veres et al., FIG. 14. ͑Color online͒ Temperature dependences of the hole mobility in single-crystal organic semiconductors. ͑a͒ Hall mobility vs T for a rubrene OFET on a double-logarithm scale ͑cf. 2003͒. ͓For a recent review of gate dielectrics, including inorganic, polymeric, and self-assembled molecular layers, see Facchetti et al. ͑2005͒ and Halik et al. ͑2004͒ .͔ Note that in single-crystal OFETs these observations cannot be attributed to a difference in morphology of the organic semiconductor, since rubrene crystals are always grown under the same conditions, irrespective of the gate insulator used. Thus the observed trend indicates that the mobility of charges at the interface between an organic semiconductor and an insulator is a property of the interface ͑combination of the semiconductor and insulator͒ rather than the organic material alone.
It has been predicted that the intrinsic mobility of polarons at the interface with a highly polarizable dielectric may decrease due to an increase of the effective polaronic mass ͑Houili et al., 2005͒. Though this prediction is in line with experimental observations, it is worth noting that the effective mobility measured for highOFETs by Stassen et al. ͑2004͒ and de Boer, Iosad, et al. ͑2005͒ may be significantly smaller than the intrinsic 0 ͑e.g., because larger densities of shallow traps at organic/ dielectric interfaces with greater ͒. More experiments in the intrinsic regime are needed to better understand the differences that might exist between transport in the bulk and interface of organic semiconductors.
H. Single-crystal OFETs at high charge-carrier density
Development of single-crystal OFETs enables investigation of several aspects of charge transport in organic semiconductors that could not be addressed in TOF experiments. In particular, OFET-based experiments allow a much broader range of charge-carrier densities to be explored: Approximately one carrier per molecule is technically feasible using high-gate dielectrics. At this density, polaron-polaron interactions may play a significant role, which can lead to formation of novel electronic phases. Indeed, it is known that at a sufficiently high density of chemically doped carriers, the potassium-doped fullerene K x C 60 exhibits superconductivity ͑x =3͒ ͑Hebard et al., 1991͒ and a Mott-Hubbard insulating state ͑x =4͒ ͑Kochanski et al., 1992͒.
In rubrene single-crystal OFETs, stable operation at a carrier density of n =5ϫ 10 13 cm −2 ͑corresponding to 0.1 carriers per molecule͒ has been demonstrated by using a high-quality Ta 2 O 5 gate dielectric ͑Fig. 18͒ ͑de Boer, Iosad, et al., 2005͒ . With a breakdown field of E BD = 6.6 MV/ cm and a dielectric constant of = 25, this material should allow for reaching an even higher density of charge carriers, ϳ10 14 cm −2 . However, the presence of moderate leakage currents induces irreversible degradation in the devices currently preventing the operation of Ta 2 O 5 gate insulators too close to the breakdown ͑see Sec. IV.B͒.
Interestingly, it was observed that in devices with high-dielectric the linear increase of the source drain current with the gate voltage saturated at sufficiently high V G ͑Fig. 18͒; for a few devices, I SD even decreased with increasing V G . This behavior is reproducible and nonhysteretic, in contrast to the irreversible degradation induced by leakage currents through the gate dielectric described in Sec. IV.B. Even more dramatic nonmonotonic behavior of the channel resistance as a function of the gate voltage has recently been observed for thin-film devices with polymer electrolyte gate dielectric, where the density of field-induced charges may exceed 1 ϫ 10 15 cm −2 ͑Panzer and Frisbie, 2005͒. In particular, the minimum in the channel resistance ͑ϳ10 7 ⍀ / ᮀ͒ was observed for pentacene-based devices with a hole concentration ϳ1 ϫ 10 15 cm −2 ; the resistance dropped by a factor of 2 with a further increase in the gate voltage. These observations may indicate filling of the conduction band in narrow-band materials at charge concentrations comparable to ϳ1 charge/ molecule, similar to thin-film experiments on chemical doping of organic semiconductors, where the insulator-metal-insulator transition was observed with increasing the concentration of dopants ͑Craciun, Rogge, den Boer, et al., 2006; Craciun, Rogge, and Morpurgo, 2006͒ .
IV. DEFECTS AT THE SURFACE OF ORGANIC CRYSTALS
Because of the small size of polaronic carriers in molecular crystals, the conduction channel in organic transistors extends in the transverse direction for only one to two molecular layers ͑Dodabalapur et al., 1995; Dinelli et al., 2004; Kiguchi et al., 2005͒ . For the same reason, polarons interact strongly with chemical impurities and structural defects. As a result, the polaronic transport in organic OFETs is very sensitive to the morphology of semiconductor surface and to the presence of electronic defects at the semiconductor-insulator interface. Carrier trapping, charge doping, molecular reorientation, dipole formation, and a range of possible chemical interactions FIG. 18 . ͑Color online͒ Transfer characteristics I SD ͑V G ͒ of a rubrene single-crystal OFET with Ta 2 O 5 gate dielectric. At a high density of charge carriers, 5 ϫ 10 13 cm −2 , a pronounced deviation from the expected linear regime is clearly visible for V G Ͻ −60 V. Similar behavior is observed in most devices upon slowly increasing the gate voltage ͑de Boer, Iosad, et al., 2005͒. are among the many phenomena that can occur at the semiconductor/insulator interface and affect the electrical characteristics of single-crystal OFETs. For example, localized electronic states within the HOMO-LUMO gap impair the performance of field-effect transistors by increasing the field-effect threshold voltage and reducing the effective mobility of charge carriers ͓see, e.g., Schmechel and von Seggern ͑2004͔͒. The surface density of electronic defects in high-quality single-crystal OFETs can be less than 10 10 cm −2 ͑Podzorov, Menard, et al., 2004͒, which corresponds to interdefect distances ϳ0.1 m. This low density of surface defects is the major factor that determines the record performance of single-crystal OFET and enables one to explore the fundamental limits of charge carrier transport in organic materials. At the same time, these devices provide an efficient tool to study polaron-defect interactions, as the low density of defects and better control of their nature facilitates interpretation of the experimental data. This section focuses on defects that can be formed in the process of organic crystal growth, OFET fabrication, and as a result of interaction with environmental species.
A. Bulk and surface electronic defects in organic crystals
The density of electronic defects in organic crystals might significantly vary depending on crystal growth methods: Niemax et al. ͑2005͒ observed using TOF mobility measurements that vapor-grown tetracene single crystals exhibit higher quality than Bridgman-grown crystals. The distribution of localized states in the bulk of organic crystals can be probed by photoconductivity ͑Silinsh and Č ápek, 1994; Pope and Swenberg, 1999; Lang et al., 2004͒ and space charge limited current ͑SCLC͒ measurements ͑Kao and Hwang, 1981; de Boer, Jochemsen, et al., 2004; Jurchescu et al., 2004͒. Figure 19 shows photocurrent spectra obtained at room temperature for pentacene crystals in recent experiments by Lang et al. ͑2004͒ . These data indicate a broad ͑ϳ1 eV͒ distribution of localized states within the HOMO-LUMO gap near the HOMO edge, which resembles the exponential "tails" of valence and conduction bands in strongly disordered inorganic semiconductors. This observation raises an issue of environmental stability and degradation of organic semiconductors. A large density of traps in highly purified well-ordered pentacene single crystals might originate from the tendency of pentacene to react with oxygen and water. The sensitivity of pentacene TFTs to gases and vapors has been used in gas sensor applications; it was believed that the diffusion of molecules to the conduction channel along grain boundaries of thin films was necessary for vapor sensing ͑Crone et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2002͒ . Recently, however, it was shown using infrared absorption, mass spectrometry, and SCLC measurements that gas molecules from the ambient can even diffuse into single crystals of pentacene over tens of microns, creating doping centers ͑O 2 ͒ or traps ͑water͒ ͑Jurchescu et al., 2005͒. In particular, it was shown that 6,13-pentacenequinone ͑the product of pentacene oxidation͒ forms electronic defects in pentacene, and careful purification of the commercially available material by vacuum sublimation is required to achieve a significant reduction of the 6,13-pentacenequinone impurity ͑Jurchescu et al., 2004͒. Following an extensive purification procedure, it has been estimated from SCLC measurements that the bulk density of traps in ultrapure pentacene crystals can be as low as ϳ2 ϫ 10 11 cm −3 . The density of traps can be considerably larger close to the crystal surface, which is normally exposed to air during the OFET assembly process. AFM studies have shown that the surface of pentacene crystals exposed to air for one day is degraded as compared to that of freshly grown ͑or cleaved͒ crystals ͑Jurchescu, 2005͒.
Interestingly, no surface degradation was observed in AFM experiments with rubrene crystals ͑Menard et al., 2006͒, although rubrene also oxidizes in air and forms rubrene endoperoxide in the process of self-sensitized photo-oxidation ͑Nardello et Podzorov, Pudalov, and Gershenson, 2005͒ . The oxidation of rubrene is restricted to a very thin surface layer ͑Käffer and Witte, 2005͒. The role of the surface endoperoxide in charge-transport properties of rubrene OFETs is still unclear. For example, the endoperoxide layer might help to protect the conduction channel from interaction with gas molecules in the environment. Recent experiments with "air-gap" rubrene single-crystal OFETs, in which the conduction channel is fully exposed to environmental species, showed that the channel conductivity is not sensitive to the presence of such gases as O 2 , H 2 O, N 2 , H 2 , as well as to saturated vapors of acetone and propanol ͑Podzorov, Menard, Pereversev, et al., 2005͒ . This remarkable stability of rubrene OFETs is in a sharp contrast with relatively rapid degradation of pentacene devices. The peroxide layer might be also responsible for the formation of a stable built-in conduction channel on free surfaces of rubrene crystals ͑Podzorov, Pudalov, and Gershenson, 2005͒. 
B. Density of defects in single-crystal OFETs
Photoconductivity and SCLC experiments have been used to obtain information on the localized states in the bulk of organic crystals. However, information on surface states that are relevant to the OFET operation is still very limited. Fortunately, calculation of several basic OFET parameters does not require a detailed knowledge of the trap spectrum. For example, the field-effect threshold voltage is determined by the total density of deep traps N tr deep :
Note that the density of deep traps is a temperaturedependent quantity: The borderline between deep and shallow traps shifts closer to the mobility edge with decreasing T, and any temperature-driven changes of the bandwidth in organic semiconductors would affect the density and spectrum of traps. The temperature dependence of the threshold voltage of the p-type air-gap rubrene single-crystal OFETs is shown in Fig. 20 ͑Podzorov, Menard, et al., 2004͒ . At room temperature, the threshold voltage is small; it corresponds to a deep-trap density on the pristine crystal surface ϳ7 ϫ 10 9 cm −2 . The concentration of deep traps increases quasilinearly with cooling up to 2 ϫ 10 10 cm −2 at 150 K. Assuming that the thickness of the conduction channel does not exceed 1-2 monomolecular layers, the three-dimensional density of traps near the surface at 300 K can be estimated as ϳ2 ϫ 10 16 cm −3 . Defects in molecular materials acting as traps can also be induced during the device operation. Figure 21 shows I SD ͑V G ͒ in a tetracene single-crystal transistor with a Ta 2 O 5 gate dielectric ͑de Boer, Iosad, et al., 2005͒ . The source drain current exhibits a nonmonotonic dependence on V G and is completely suppressed at high values of the gate voltage. Similar behavior has been observed for rubrene and perylene single-crystal devices fabricated using the same gate dielectric. Systematic experiments with differently prepared gate dielectrics have shown that the unusual shape of I SD ͑V G ͒ curves was caused by the degradation of the semiconductor surface induced by a leakage current through the gate insulator. Presumably, electrons accelerated in a strong electric field within the gate dielectric gain sufficient kinetic energy to disrupt chemical bonds; these electrons can damage the organic surface and create a large density of deep taps. As the gate voltage is swept to higher values, traps induced by the leakage current cause a substantial increase of the threshold voltage. This damage is irreversible: reducing the gate voltage does not help to restore high channel conductivity.
C. Single-crystal OFETs as a tool to study surface defects
It is well known that x rays create local defects in organic semiconductors by breaking molecules and creating new chemical species. Using this effect, Podzorov, Menard, et al. ͑2004͒ controllably increased the defect density in the air-gap rubrene single-crystal OFET and studied how this process affected charge transport in these devices ͑Fig. 22͒. The x-ray treatment significantly increased the field-effect threshold, and thus the density of deep traps. Interestingly, the charge mobility, which is proportional to the slope of I SD ͑V G ͒, and its temperature dependence were not affected by x-ray irradiation. This suggests that deep traps, being filled above the threshold, do not scatter mobile polarons.
Defects in OMCs can be induced not only during crystal growth and handling, but also as a result of processing crystals in a high vacuum environment. In experiments with "vacuum-gap" single-crystal OFETs where the conduction channel was directly exposed to environmental agents, it was observed that both deep and shallow traps could be generated at organic surfaces in vacuum due to interactions with chemically active species produced by high-vacuum gauges or hot surfaces ͑e.g., resistively heated filaments and evaporation sources͒ ͑Podzorov, Figure 23 shows that a rapid decrease in the sourcedrain current of an operating device occurs when a highvacuum gauge is turned on. The effect has been attributed to interaction of the organic surface with electrically neutral free radicals, produced in the process of hydrocarbon cracking on a hot filament of the gauge with a relatively low activation energy E a ϳ 2.5 eV ͑240 kJ/ mol͒. Clearly, minimization of the damage induced by this defect formation mechanism is important for optimizing the performance for a wide range of thinfilm devices of organic and molecular electronic, which are fabricated or characterized in high vacuum.
The experiments described above demonstrate the potential of single-crystal OFETs as a diagnostic tool for studying of phenomena affecting the performance of organic transistors, as well as a tool for studying surfacelimited reactions in organic semiconductors.
V. CONCLUSION
Within a short four-year span, the development of single-crystal organic field-effect transistors significantly advanced our understanding of transport processes on organic surfaces and shed light on fundamental limits of organic devices ͑Fig. 24͒. Due to their reproducibility, single-crystal OFETs enabled the systematic study of polaronic effects in a broad range of parameters, bridging the gap between the fundamental research on ultrapure bulk crystals and applied research on thin-film transistors. The potential applications of single-crystal OFETs go far beyond the fundamental research on polaronic transport. These devices are very useful for studying surface-limited reactions and defect formation on organic surfaces ͑Podzorov, Menard, Pereversev, et al., 2005͒, light-induced Although the single polaron problem was one of the early subjects of interest for condensed-matter physics 50 years ago, the physics of polaronic gases and liquids at a finite density remains a complex and poorly understood topic even these days, with many open questions. The research on organic single-crystal OFETs addresses these questions in a class of materials that are currently of great technological relevance. Below we briefly mention some specific issues that are now starting to be within experimental reach due to the development of single-crystal OFETs and for which theoretical work remains to be done.
One important issue is studying the electronic density of states. Many examples of band-structure calculations can be found in the literature for different molecular crystals. However, these calculations do not include the interaction between the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom, so that it remains to be understood how polaronic effects affect the density of states and the width of HOMO and LUMO bands. These quantities are expected to exhibit nontrivial temperature depen- dences due to the strongly T-dependent parameters of polarons in Holstein-like models.
Another important issue is the transport across metal/ organic interfaces ͑Cahen et al., 2005͒. For inorganic semiconductors, our understanding of contacts with metals is based on the concept of Schottky barrier. For organic semiconductors based on small molecules, the experimental data remain, to a large extent, unclear and irreproducible because of the poor interface control. Because of the narrow bandwidth in organic semiconductors and weak van der Waals coupling between molecule and metal, the behavior of metal/organic interfaces is likely to be qualitatively different from their inorganic counterparts. Owing to their high reproducibility, singlecrystal OFETs have great potential to clarify the situation in this field. Note that these questions are directly related to the issue of contact resistance in organic transistors that imposes serious limitations on the downscaling of organic thin-film devices ͑Bürgi et al., 2003͒.
The development of single-crystal OFETs capable of operating at liquid-He temperatures remains an experimental challenge. In experiments performed so far, the statistics of a polaronic gas was Boltzmann-like due to the combination of a large density of states in narrow bands, relatively low density of carriers, and high temperatures. The development of more advanced techniques for the purification of molecular materials will enable the expansion of the intrinsic transport regime to much lower temperature, where effects of quantum statistics and polaron-polaron interactions should become experimentally accessible.
The development of high-quality single-crystal OFETs will be crucial for comparative studies of different molecular materials and, in particular, for testing transport properties of newly synthesized molecular materials. This testing is essential for supporting the effort on synthesizing more soluble small organic molecules that are attractive for applications, such as soluble derivatives of linear acenes ͑Klare et al., 2003; Moon et al., 2004; Payne et al., 2005͒ . Systematic efforts in this direction will require the investigation of a much broader variety of new molecular compounds. Single-crystal OFETs provide a unique tool for the express analysis of transport characteristics of new molecular materials ͑similar experiments with thin-film devices would require time-consuming and expensive work on improving the film morphology͒. Therefore even though fabrication of devices compatible with large scale manufacturing is based on thin films, the research on single-crystal OFETs can play an important role in the material selection for applications. The case of rubrene perfectly illustrates this point. The unprecedented quality of OFETs based on vapor-grown rubrene single crystals has stimulated work on the deposition of rubrene thin films from solution: recently, mobility ϳ0.7 cm 2 / V s at room temperature was demonstrated for solution-processed rubrene thin-film transistors ͑Stingelin- Stutzmann et al., 2005͒. Many important fundamental and applied issues have been left outside the scope of this Colloquium. One of these issues is the interaction of organic transistors with light. Despite the fact that organic transistors are intended to operate primarily in optoelectronic devices ͑e.g., active-matrix displays͒, surprisingly little is known about light-induced effects in OFETs. In thin-film organic transistors, light illumination produced a weak photoconductivity response ͓see, e.g., Narayan and Kumar ͑2001͔͒, reduces the threshold voltage ͑Hamilton and Kanicki, 2004; Saragi et al., 2004; Noh et al., 2005͒ , and reverses the ͑dark͒ bias stress effect ͑Salleo and . Large concentration of defects in organic films that trap light-generated carriers and/or act as recombination centers complicate these experiments and their interpretation. Single-crystal OFETs with a low density of traps have a potential to become an indispensable tool for studying fundamental photoinduced processes at organic surfaces and interfaces. Work in this direction has been already initiated: Two lightinduced effects were recently observed in single-crystal OFETs ͑Podzorov and Podzorov, Pudalov, and Gershenson, 2005͒. 
